Route from KN yard to KN:E-311

Route from X to Y

Route from A to B
Take a picture of what is in front of you..

.. and describe where to go!
Take a picture of what is in front of you..

.. and describe where to go!
Add direction and mark landmarks.
Now add photos of the surroundings.
Write down the directions...
Written directions

Write down the directions...
Go up the stairs and through the door.
Voice directions

Record the directions...
Record the directions...
There is a big letter E sign on the wall.

There is a yellow trash bin next to the door.

Please describe this landmark...
There is a big letter E sign on the wall.

There is a yellow trash bin next to the door.

Please describe this landmark...
There is a big letter E sign on the wall.

There is a yellow trash bin next to the door.

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS PHOTOS DIRECTIONS

bin right next to the door.

Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

Choose a photo
There is a ...

Object

Size

Position

Color
There is a ...
There is a large sign.
Route to KN:E311

There is a ...

Object: sign
Size: large
Color: blue
Position: on the wall, next to the wall, near the door, on the floor, on the stairs, near the stairs
There is a sign large on the wall.
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS  PHOTOS  DIRECTIONS
Please help us improve this route: Add a landmark to this position or improve an existing one. If you're not sure you're on the right place skip this step.

Skip    Fix a landmark
Go up the stairs and through the door.
Go up the stairs and turn right.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Go up the stairs and turn left.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS  PHOTOS  DIRECTIONS
Go through the door and turn left.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS PHOTOS DIRECTIONS

3 4 5

+
Go up the stairs and turn right.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Go up the stairs and turn right.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Go straight up the stairs.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS  PHOTOS  DIRECTIONS
Go through the door and straight through the hall.
Route to KN:E311

Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Turn right.
Route to KN:E311

Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Route to KN:E311

LANDMARKS  PHOTOS  DIRECTIONS
Go through the door.
Please describe this landmark...

Please describe this landmark...
Go through the room to the door on the right.